
Iffurte

(a) tit). glit W. Tr, 4 441 t
My little sister is taller than me.

(b) We lin 4 4-0 t
My other sister is older than I. (bigger)

(c) To lin ulit I

Both my sisters are younger than me. (smaller)

Talking about women and girls: Example (a) refers to one sister,

presumably younger; the forms are all singular. (b) refers to

one girl or woman, and shows respect; everything is plural except

the noun sister. (c) refers to several sisters; all the forms

are plural.

(d) *KT eTTRE 'Mt 1141# t 1

My third brother is smaller than I am. (younger)
(e) perk Int 9.4 t

My other brother is taller than me.

My other brothers are taller than me.

Talking about men and boys: Here there is only a two-way distinc-

tion. The whole sentence is either singular or plural. If plural,

it may refer to one person or several. If there is danger of

confusion, more words can be added:

wrt

wid Int

one brother of mine

all four of my brothers

The pronoun i has a special form lin. The two forms ft andilfaare

called the two cases of the pronoun. Ais traditionally known as

the direct case, and peas the oblique case. (These names don't

seem to mean anything; 'Form 1' and 'Form 2' would do as well, but

would be harder to remember.) Some of the pronouns have different

forms for the two cases, others use the same form.
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The oblique case is used with postpositions, and in other

special situations.

Direct Oblique Examples,

Irtr crK ku

I than I on me my
from me

vrW

this, she than him in it his her
he, it than her in this its this

opets

Tff -ehl

these, they than he in him his,
he, she than they among these her,

their

triT al% Wrik WPIK UM
he, she, it, than she on it his, her
that from him its

4. 4. v-qtr T44.11

they, he, she than he among his, her,
those than they them their

Wfq *TIT 111144 glitrW

you than you among you
from you

UTTft
your

4#k PRY
from us among us our
than we

than I in me my

These are only some of the possible meanings.
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WRff * .KIE-c5fff Wl.q t ?
We * SfsTrff 441 C MR' qz11 t ?

Arm wel. *414 KFMK t 40-K Wqf t ?
4SF-TK 4 Of T1-4 9-1=r CIT ifi-K4 t?

Imo k -KTE.crfu Off t ?

vr-4-4;9- Iwo t .(r cffa" TiTel rif Off t 1
grIK we t sraTff #41 TIff t ?
nib .tfk-Kr nit at 0 smr4 lief 1
wrff-Tr-c+R k mrK we t ?
gifErCTK 4RTK at fu--A 4 t 1
3-4 Off Trir wK t?
v-4 xtbti t, wr-1 Mir 941K qtrctrI TTIT wK.4 t I

gERTO wzrr wm- *MT t ?
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I 

1 4 4hvik Iktt 
z 412,tia lb 4 it*1 

t tt t-P-k 411 4 1*PM t lk k.-k 

i 4 1*.t.th k Ihb 
140-1-#VDtst 

i 0.1. .p.th ak to ohm 

4Ai eklb 41i 411 ihtu 
I 4 Pliik tb t2ta -Pa 

I4 .1.ih 4..tfi ilik 
i, 4 .60 iik .0.11 .ktz 

I *kJ" kV itil *ik tt '4 k4b 
/ 4 VA V+4 tk-z 

I 46 1024 ith .011 
1 P.k 'kat 0 1.11a 

I 1 141" 4 0 1.WP a 1 02,14 4 Oa 
z 44 lh 411/A 

1 4 4 tfie 
z 14 thh me 
a 14 hi Illa 

1 Z .thah lh Mkt 

kliAtt . /Oil 2 .1h 

1 
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Plurals:

The other kind of masculine noun ends with X1 in the singular

and gin the plural (like the adjectives.)

our child

our children

Many feminine nouns end with t in the singular and 1* in

the plural.

3.ff T1 ka
7-4 *1 4furi

their daughter (his, her)

their daughters (his, her)

The his/her distinction appears in the translation, not in the

Hindi. The gender of the noun controls the endings; the sex of

the owner has nothing to do with it.

On the following pages more examples are given.

A respected person is referred to by the plural pronouns it

and 1Ffs iandZ9-. You must be consistent in this.

Equality:

km -- z-ffr ffpr

At Tau -OTTER

My father.., his name...

My mother -in-- law.., her house

114 i Z.41TK 1 The boys are of the same age.

wffwzrt crf ulT.K t The girls are of the same age.
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. was islii

Wf Wit V' are qz1T t
We ff*. -.1. WE WIT t

441 R70. r ffriT Tzrr t ?
#1 4-7-1-1 WE TETT WIT t ?

Viqt 4".i9-1 k WTI WIT t ?

ViFik K10' t ffs:r ffrn- t ?

STPTO 4f-eq.I. k ff111" VET t ?

Wit 9"ii*Til 4; MIT qtrf t ?

Trig ftA 4--64 t ?
zlut ql 4-A. t 1

.q- k WIT cur t ?

.a.4 MIT lifffff Rfit f4ff1q t 1

94-1-K 39-0 MR ?

qW Tfi UT9' V t 9;1-1T MT 417.4 V I
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The oblique singular forms of nouns and adjectives

Nouns and adjectives also have two cases, but the direct and

oblique forms are alike in many instances (which has allowed us to

avoid the matter so far.) All feminine nouns, and the adjectives

used with them, have the same form in the oblique as in the direct

case.

WI. WI 4 (no change)

Masculine nouns of Type A (see page X) do not change.

zr-i klq7 1 qTU W (no change)

Only Type B Masculine nouns have a special oblique form.

WiTT wl"k wr
PITT writ 4.
qpri. 9.5.4-1- ER

of the boy

in the room

on the map

For this kind of noun, the oblique singular form is like the

direct plural. The same is true of the adjectives.

TTTIT TITU ITT't 44t ii in our room

WV 47 iFT 0 Fo; 41 4 from my older son

Marked (changeable) adjectives used with masculine nouns have

this oblique case form with the t ending whether the noun itself

is of Type A or Type B.

q UIZT qfP. Tfr 11 u'K W in this small city

4.g. wqr for -it qrk N9- W during that long day
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The oblique plural forms

In the oblique plural, all marked adjectives have the same form

as in the oblique singular. This means t endings for the feminine,

for the masculine. All nouns have an oblique plural ending with

941:

A postposition is attached to a phrase which may consist of

one word or several. All the words of this phrase go into the

oblique case.

Those people are in that room.

The phrase is4)q.._ is not involved with the postposition, and

remains in the direct case.

Classroomexpress ions: (X) if u4 Please ask (X)

Ask me

Ask him. Ask her. Ask them.

Ask him, Ask her. (a child or servant)

Ask them. Ask those people.

Ask the other students.

Ask your friends.

With imperatives (Airforms) 'your' is expre,Ised by 9;1191:.
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low is not permitted in imperative sentences.

wIT41 4N41 ff

When a postposition is added to a phrase, the entire phrase

goes into the oblique case.

vi tir our second child

Wilt k 4-A ffTT1 the name of

Don't ask your wife.

List your family on a chart:

TITI RFT 4ET irriT
uTfr a-at Trt

&change charts and quiz each other:

9;114 cif-(41- f-+-A tIr ?

40. A- q111" WIT ? f tql ?

RIrr ard AFT ? ffk fcbca a ?

Some of these questions may strike you as a little too personal,

but this is an attitude you will have to get over. On the other hand,

matters which are perfectly matter-of-fact to us may be- sensitive to

members of another culture. An orthodox Hindu woman for instance,

will not use her husband's name. If a problem like this arises, don't

make an issue of it; just drop the subject. You can get the informa-

tion you need for the chart--the names of the various relatives--

without using any English.

Cliches

Ezrm

9:1T4 ccoli t

4.=

in my opinion

in your opinion
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prfrrar4z-aktI
trrf Tird ai rigar wra t 1
urs 4-4 TT Rirr liff wra. t
trq ma 4-4 eiefiti 4. Zla t I

44 dirt Wrdl e
e q* tam Tv& i 1
at w4 wry l I

frr4 triq w-4 PE-1. 4-K zlar t I
tr-4k trr6 4-4 qi-wr t 1

trkt kak 4.4. ER 4 %Kral t ?
4 tn. irra Ri wall gr1T i ai tri-4-41 1

kra t r a l e i ff r i rq41 i

wrr sir* RA ef-ff mai I

A-zi,11-4Wwikt i

thr a--r w 4-4 4itrfr u t MT put trq
al-4 44 1

qicizKOl-t*--dt?
fcmlq far t, f'etii afT qT*1 tfriti tiai t I
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In the centennial year of Gandhi and Ghal ib, we are happy
to put forward a Hindi text which is, we hope, new in at least
some respects. The philosophy underlying this Approach is as
follows.

People learn language by using it--by using it for its real
purposes: communicating, obtaining food, transportation, infor-
mation, and other necessities.

This Approach is intended to make it possible for students
to begin using Hindi, from the first hour of class, to obtain
information and exchange opinions about topics which are im-
portant to them.

The first subject of conversation introduced in the text
is geography. The names and locations of the countries, states,
and cities of South Asia are important to every student, whether
he is hoping to go there in the near future or is studying the
area with some other inter st. The first hour therefore begins
by putting up a large outline map and making sure that everyone
has the basic facts.

The Approach is intended to be flexible, so that the subject
matter can be adjusted to the interests of the class. A group
going to Delhi, for example, will want to spend some of its time
with the city map. Students slated for a definite post in the
area will want to find out all they can about the locale; they
will question the instructors about conditions in South'Asia,
particularly in their home districts.

On the other hanji, the instructors will want to know more
about the U.S. They can direct the same kinds of questions to
the students. The U.S. map can also be discussed with profit;
an American in South Asia will be asked constantly about his
country and his home town. A review of the names, locations,
capitals, sizes, and major cities of the several states might
be in order.



The second main topic for conversation is autobiographical.
One's family and background are always topics of interest. Here
again each student will adjust the subject matter to fit himself,
to say things that are true (or at least credible) and interesting.
Other topics are introduced by the text, and before long the
students themselves are choosing subjects for conversation to
fit their own needs.

This Approach is mainly concerned with introducing the main
grammatical features of Hindi; we regard this as the core of
the language learning problem. Obviously, grammar isn't enough;
this text is only one of several necessary teaching techniques.

Acquiring a good pronunciation is important, but obviously
this cannoc be learned from a book; the student must hear the
sounds. In the same way, he must train his ear to understand
spoken Hindi.

Grammatical accuracy is indispensible for anyone who aspires
to speak the language well. Two methods of achieving this are
widely used. The system of 'pattern practice' emphasizes drill
on a set of sentences which are grammatically alike, differing
only in one feature, usually a set of vocabulary substitutions.
The other attack on grammatical accuracy is the 'dialog' approach
based on mastering individual sentences. The latter approach is
used here; for each grammatical point, the student must master
and use a number of sentences, either some of those given in the
printed text or others derived from them, with different vocab-
ulary, which are certified by the teacher as correct and appro-
priate. He must then require himself to use these in appropriate
situations constantly.

This emphasis on learning individual sentences in no way
implies a lack of respect for the 'grammar drill' type of teaching;
what kinds of drills, and how they are to be used, is left to the
judgement of the instructor. The simplest kind of manipulations
may be enough. These are vocabulary substitutions: noun and
adjective substitutions in the earlier units, pronoun substitu-
tions later, and verb substitutions in the last .Alf of the book;
in all cases, with the necessary adjustments of endings for proper
grammatical agreement. This much is essential. Many teachers
will want to add more complex exercises. The experienced teacher
will adapt his methods to the needs of the class.
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Vocabulary is another matter. Every student must acquire
a large vocabulary if he is to carry on any sort of conversation.
Learning a large number of words has usually been regarded as a
huge and unpleasant task for students. It is in the treatment
of the vocabulary problem that the 'microwave' approach is a new
departure.

The purposes for which students learn Hindi differ greatly.
Some are going to India in the immediate future. Others wish to
read the literature. A whole class may consist of Peace Corps
volunteers preparing to work in a particular technical specialty.
Another class may contain people of the most varied interests.
The kind of vocabulary that one kind of student needs may be
completely different from what another wants.

The selection of vocabulary is made the responsibility of
the students. The text uses subjects which should be of interest
to most students. As each grammatical pattern is learned, the
class must find additional vocabulary with which to use it. These
words must then be used, actively and correctly, in conversation,
discussion, and dispute, for the remainder of the course. In this
way both the vocabulary and the grammar patterns will become the
permanent property of the student.

We have tried throughout to keep the emphasis on Hindi,
rather than on English. For this reason, the basic material of
each unit is printed always on the right-hand page, while trans-
lations, explanations, and notes follow. A minimum of translation
is given; enough, we hope, to make the meaning of each grammatical
feature clear, but not enough to encourage translation practice or
lengthy discussion in English.

The translations given are in almost all cases intended as
idiomatic equivalents in colloquial American English, which sound
appropriate to the situation in which they are used. Word-for-word
translation has been avoided. In no case should these English
equivalents be taken as definitions of words or narrowly limited
indications of meaning. It is in the treatment of meaning that
Hindi differs most from English, and any attempt at 'literal'
renditions will lead to absurdities.
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We have not been bound to a specific format, except for the
distinction of right-hand, basic, pages, and left-hand ancillary
pages. Where space remained, we have added some of the mis-
cellaneous notes on vocabulary and usage that are necessary in
any text. Occasionally a minor grammatical point is added also.

The Vindi portions of the text were printed in India and
inserted in the typed English notes. The result, while somewhat
irregular, is at least legible, and presents the language in its
normal printed appearance.

The Devanagari script is used throughout. We feel strongly
that this is the only proper way of writing Hindi; all kinds of
rananization have deficiencies more serious than the minor eccen-
tricities of Devanagari spelling. More serious is the degrading
effect the roman alphabet inevitably has on the pronunciation of
students. Since the traditional orthography is such an accurate
representation of the spoken language, it seems very inefficient
to interpose any, transitional alphabet between it and the student.

The exclusive use of Devanagari of course requires that the
student learn to read this script very early in his training (un-
less he is to rely entirely on his sound-memory.) Learning to
read Hindi should not be a difficult process. An Introduction to
Written Hindi is also available.

Using the Approach in the classroom:

There are two ways of using each unit. First the teacher
teaches the new sentences to the students; second, the students
use them. We will refer to these as the M-phase and the C-phase.

In beginning a new unit, the first step is mimicry. The
instructor says the first sentence many times, in a normal,
natural manner, and each student mimics him as closely as he can.

In mimicing, the student should concentrate at first on the
overall shape of the sentence--the rise and fall of the voice,
the rhythm, the emphasis. This will not be difficult, since Hindi
is much like English in this respect, except that the English-
speaking student will tend to slight the unstressed vowels and
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must strive to give each syllable its full value. It seems
best to get the sound pattern of the sentence, and then to
work on individual consonants and vowels within this frame-
work. The opposite approach--working for accuracy in each
vowel and consonant first, and then attempting to put them
together in a sentence--rarely results in natural-sounding
speech.

The second step of the M-phase is for meaning. Stu-
dents learn a better pronunciation if they give it their full
attention first, before beginning to think about the meaning.
In the early units, the teacher may just tell the students
what each sentence means. In later units, students will
understand part of the new sentence, and can ask in Hindi for
clarification. In any case, only a minute or two should be
spent on learning meanings, and discussion in English should
be avoided. This is a Hindi course.

Third, after a little more practice (still striving for
-good pronunciation) and the sentences will have been memorized.

These steps, using Mimicry, Meaning, and Memoriza-
tion, constitute the M-phase. Some of the grammatical Manipu-
lation mentioned above should be added here. The class now
moves into the C-phase, using the new sentences in Communication
and Conversation.

The C-phase usually begins with simple question-and-

answer exchanges, the teacher asking individual students the
questions learned in the M-phase, students asking each other,
and students putting these questions to the teacher. The
teacher continues to insist on good pronunciation, correcting
errors by repeating the full sentence for the student to mimic.

As this gets easier, the students begin to expand the
conversation, bringing in words and phrases previously learned,
and asking for pertinent new vocabulary. While it is essential
that the students bring in additional vocabulary items, care
must be exercised in doing so.

In most units one or two 'model conversations' are printed.
They suggest ways of using the C-phase. Often they show shorter
forms of the sentences taught in the M-phase. (People do not
always talk in long, full sentences: The shorter forms given
are correct and appropriate.)



Each unit teaches not merely a few sentences but a pattern
for making sentences. A sentence pattern may be thought of as
containing one or more "slots" into which certain kinds of words
can be "plugged in." For instance, in the English pattern

I am (X) years old.

the X slot is for numbers. In the pattern

This is called an (X).

almost any noun will fit.

The first page of each unit gives a group of sentences all
made on the same pattern. By the end of the M-phase, the class
will have discovered the slot in which words are being substituted.
During the C-phase they can begin substituting other words, to talk
about other subjects.

In the beginning, however, the student's freedom to say
whatever he wants must be limited. At first, it will be closely
limited; only those words which will fit the one open slot of
each pattern can be permitted. Any others will confuse the
student. This still leaves a very large number of sentences
which can be built on each pattern, as many as there are appro-
priate substitutions in the slot. Moreover, since the student
is pressed to combine all the patterns he has learned, the number
and variety of conversational exchanges that can be developed is
enormous. The sttJent thus has plenty of scope for creative
ingenuity, and his success in learning to speak Hindi will depend
on how actively he experiments with the available patterns.

In the early units, substitution items will be mostly nouns.
Since there are several types of nouns, not every noun the student
might wish to use will fit. Until the student has learned to use
all types, he will be limited in the substitutions he can make.
The topics suggested in the earlier units will help to steer the
choice of substitutions. The alert instructor will help the class
with suitable (and interesting) words, but items which go beyond
the pattern will creep in occasionally. When this happens (the
sudden failure of understanding will give warning) just pass the
offending item by. Don't try to explain it; just let it drop.
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By the time unit 22 has been mastered, the student knows
almost everything there is to know about nouns, adjectives, pro-
nouns, and the modifiers that go with them. From there on he

really can talk about almost anything he wants to. The qualifier

almost is still necessary, because Hindi is so unlike English;
two English sentences may be built on the same pattern, while the

corresponding Hindi sentences show two entirely unrelated patterns.

A different "idiom", if you like.

At first,, the instructor should take part actively in these

conversations to get them going, then gradually withdraw as the

students gain confidence. If a student says something which is
not a grammatical sentence, the teacher will say the correct form

for him and the student will repeat it. (If the M-phase has been

learned thoroughly, there will not be many errors.) But the

teacher should not interrupt or object to what a student says,
so long as it is Hindi -- so long as it makes sense.

There are other uses of language besides the exchange of

information. Oa page 6 we have included a greeting sequence
('Hello, how are you?'). This short dialog admits very little

variation; we have called it a Ritual. Learn this as a set

piece and use it when appropriate during the day. Eventually

you can incorporate whatever variations you hear Hindi speakers

using. You will see other rituals, such as the doorway game

('After you'). At a convenient time, ask your instructors to
teach you these exchanges; learn them as seriously as you would
any other sentences and form the habit of using them on all

appropriate occasions. (Keep watching to see what kind of

behavior is appropriate to what occasion.)

Another kind of utterances we call useful expressions or

clichés. These are the one-sentence or one-word remarks that
fill the gaps in conversation, and mostly pass unnoticed.
Accumulate a variety of these; they give an impression of
fluency, and give you time to think.

This course is called An Active Approach to Hindi. The

instructors will introduce the language, but the activity must

come mainly from you.

August 15, 1969
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Technical Note: A procedure for mimicry

While you are introducing a new cycle for the first time,
the students focus their attention on you. Therefore they should
not have their books open. They need to watch you as well as
listen to you.

(1) Say the first sentence aloud, and pause while
the students repeat it.

(2) Say it again, and let the class try again to
imitate you.

(3) Repeat the sentence three or four times more,
pausing each time for the whole class to repeat it.
It is most important to say the sentence normally.
A good teacher always speaks at a normal conversational
speed. Try to repeat the sentence the same way each
time, using the same emphasis and the same inflection
every time you say it. (This is not easy to do.)

(4) By this time, most of the class will probably be able
to say the sentence acceptably. If it is 4 long sen-
tencc, however, they may still be having difficulty.
You can make it easier for them by using a 'backwards
buildup'.

For instance, if the sentence is

br MIT qaTT

build it up out of shorter sentences this way:

qzIT ?

ffT1T ?

T q4T 1> ?

PITIT gzir

If the full sentence was difficult for them at first, let
them repeat each of the shorter ones after you add work their
way up to the longer sentence. When they have caught the whole
sentence, xepeat it for them several more times.
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When the class can repeat the whole sentence fairly well,
begin working Uith students one by one.

(1) Look at one student and say the sentence. Be will
repeat it after you.

(2) Say it once more, and listen as he repeats it.

(3) Choose another student, and say the sentence for him
to repeat twice.

(4) After each student has repeated it after you at least
twice in this way, return to the student you started
with in (1), and have him repeat it after you. By
this time he has heard you say the sentence many times
and it will be much easier for him. You will probably
notice a great improvement in his pronunciation.

(5) Last of all, you may return to any student who has
been having difficulty with this sentence, and give
him another chance. Every student has now said the
sentence a dozen times or more, and he has heard you
say it many times. Be sure that every time he hears
it, he hears you say it normally, said the same way.

(6) If some students are still having difficulty, use
the backwards buildup technique for them individually.
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Unit 1 introduces this sentence pattern:

The question also fits this pattern:

ri4 gzrr t

This is (A).

This is China.

This is Russia.

This is India.

? This is what?

Zffthis can be omitted.

44 t I

Useful expressions:

Model Conversation:

It's Burma.

I don't know.

I don't remember.

Pardon? What did you say?

That's right.

What's this?

This is Nepal.

And this?

It's Bhutan.
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The pattern of these sentences is

W hr V MIT ( X ) ti

The name of this country is ( X ).

qv. hr wr Mg t4 ti
wak-rwTffurWti
qa. hr v a-TIT wad t 1

w h. TT miT qzrr t ? .

The name of this country is China.

This country's name is Russia.

The name of this country is India.

The name of this country is what?

br country may be omitted:

vr wr ffur ffErr t ?

glIT tfr

What's the name of this one?

MIT name may also be left out, if the meaning is still clear

without it.

TT?

Useful expressions:

41 # I

Oft 'fft I

And this one's?

Yes.

No.

MODEL CONVERSATION

Vi hi WT MIT Tzrr a ?
vr TIii- f-dw ti

Practice this simple question-and-answer routine first.

Each student should take a turn at the map and ask several

questions. Then begin to extend the conversation like this:

IV hT TT MR' WIT a ?
Vi V MIT R1Tff t I

Wil 0 , zq ITRdt 1 silK iff Tr iTt ?

TT 4

Y 4
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To the Student:

Continue pointing at countries on the map, asking

your instructor q: qq7 ? and learning the Hindi

names of all the countries shown. Practice asking

each other this question until everybody knows them

all. If you don't have an answer, say ZIT4 gt I

or WILIT 9 I and ask someone else /1 VITT

Ritual

Hello.

Come in!

Have a seat.

How are you?

I'm fine.

And you?

I'm fine.

Thank you.

We'll get together tomorrow.

Goodbye.

;pc is an all-purpose greeting; it can be used for

Hello, Goodbye, Good Morning, Good evening, and Good

Night.

6
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tid 1 I

mcmt Td 1

wi qd I 1

(ilas qd 1 1

$Rtli-fi $Z11 't* 'TM ?
AK til,ff ?



qe t

qqt t I

ate ?

ti-w1 ?

ut T 4- I

w-Kr-41

Here it is.

There it is.

Where is it?

Where is Karachi?

Karachi is here.

Karachi is there.

It's Karachi.

It's Peshawar.

It's Ceylon.

A typical Hindi sentence has three basic parts. The verb comes

last, the subject first, and the rest in between.

4--41

?<-kiTT WIT

v

The subject does not have to be stated; the first three sentences

above illustrate this. Subject and verb only make a complete

sentence, as in the last three. The verb by itself can be a sentence.

Yes. It is.

8
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PPR WI NPRT t i

qTRI era WV t I

P.T1 Mir wir( t 1

* Mq ?

siN afftl ?

qg gzir t ?
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tff qZK TT MIT

UK'T k-TTK TT 9-fq"

0 TT 9T4:1

TEC TT 9TH

the name of this city

the name of that city

its name (the name of this one)

its name (the name of that one)

Use this unit to learn the names and locations of all the major

cities of India, Pakistan, and the surrounding countries.

The following sentences will be used constantly.

t 0

Please listen.

Please speak.

Please say it again.

Please tell us.

Please show us.

Please show us on the map.

Please speak in Hindi.

Please begin.

You start, please.

And this?

And that?

10
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sikkr wir qqr ?

qkkr WIT ti4R

puff t
PlIT TIT krAV-IR t I

PIW ?

affTr



The information discussed here is important to everyone who is

interested in India. It will probably be necessary to review

this daily with the map, until all students are well-informed

on this topic. The U. S. map can also be discussed.

Negatives: Negative statements are made by placing a*
before the verb.

tfrfr 9111' va. 9#

After at, t is often omitted.

Its name is not Russia.

That's not right.

With imperatives (theliit form) 4 is used.

aiifffq
t-0

Please don't forget.

Please don't go to sleep.

Strong prohibition is expressed with Rif

47141- 41f44 Don't speak English!

In many classes it is necessary to use this sentence frequently.

12
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t$1

in Dacca

in what state?

in that city

What state is Bombay in?

It's in New York.

your home.

Hindi uses a set of little words like if They are called

postpositions. Postpositions have more or less the meanings of

the English prepositions. They follow the word or phrase they

refer to.

When used with postpositions, ZIR[ and 44 take the forms

and MT.

By this point students will have learned many place names.

Other nouns are likely to raise grammatical problems. Here are

a few more nouns which are quite safe.

q11 f47ffr4 illi
iilari PT- 4 Trig
33:7?.f 4'3. 1T9'

44" Ni 'TM

Write in translations only if you feel you must.

The class may also ask for additional lease expressions

like those on page to. Keep them short and useful.

It is absolutely essential to keep reviewing previous units,

and to keep using the sentence patterns previously learned, com-

bining them with the new ones.
14



zirg ti;Nigg t 1

zrm um gq;ER t 1

gin. ftt fkraff t ?

:7rm ii4(11 uttim t ?

M IA 0913.1 fe;ff ?

/AM 14719-qP. t I

UR. 1,9t9-1 al? -, t ?
9A 1-4 7.Tra- ffal-aT i

741- ffe, MIA rfrff TT, 3A1.7; ff4TaT t 1
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ffi4 wlqff-r fk-q. 4 ?

it t i
A-K qi.9. 41 9-1g ?

fl' Wifff

What day is this?

It's Tuesday.

And what date?

This is August 10.

Write the current date on the blackboard. Practice this

ritual daily for the rest of the course.

Clichfis

O.K.

well ... (use this when hesitating)

Please excuse me. (when leaving)

Please come again.

Pardon me.

Please explain.

Continue accumulating useful words and phrases like these

conversation openers, fillers, and closers. Vary the greeting

ritual (p. ) with other polite phrases. Different greetings

are preferred by people of different religious and regional

backgrounds.
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9;1E.,3rK4

Use your own name and age.

my name

your name

my age

your age

With the noun 9"14 na is expressed by J and your by gm' v.

With the noun34, N't and gm' areare used.

sensitive topic in Hindi.

741K is

Limit these questions to these forms: 225 your.

Don't ask about family or other people not present.

Tre-q xrrq-4 I Vi crK at 1

grwrr I
WV MA' Wit t ?
41T ffriT Imq. t 1

Rrtmel kaT4- 0 t

V t I
ter, 9mET-411- w1.91ft t ?

40111 941K 40-kl. ER-* *1 t 1
xrrtr*-1- t4-4. 4 ?

41-ff-4Y,4.41.44T4trilli

not a

t ris

18
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eff
Names and titles can be a little complicated. Hindu men

are usually addressed by their last name (which is probably

the caste name) with the politeness word*:

Mr. Verma

Most Hindu women prefer to be known by their first name, with Oft:

wrr Miss Usha

Moslem men use the last name (which may or may not be a

family name), or the first name, with MTW:

4TU
9;f* qq4

Mr. Khan

Mr. Ali

A married Moslem woman is addressed by her husband's last name,

preceded by the title WiT4

WTITT Z51-9. Mrs. Khan

Unmarried Moslem women usually use the first name with Klit4T:

ITTFZIT

Foreigners are mostly 9r74.

ffR:4

Miss Fatima

Mr. Brown

If you don't know the person's name, or are not sure how

he wishes to be addressed, the following are fairly safe: A

man can be addressed as Wit qTT4 brother, but don't use this

for an elderly or high-ranking person. A woman of your own

age can be called IT9 41 sister. A respectful form for

speaking to an older lady is mai- 41' mother.

0 20
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The two kinds of nouns

There are two basic types of nouns in Hindi. With the first

type TT is used, and adjectives which end with tn" .

14k6114 911T the state's name

.W71 iTTR my name

Off f1/4ff which day?

Off which city?WI

With the others T1- is used, and adjectives have an t ending.

9ltkr q51 TR1TT-4)". the capital of the state

Wft \1441 my age

Of alt19. which date?

The traditional names for these two noun classes are MaSculine

(the w words) and Feminine (the t words.) These terms are not

to be taken too seriously. The names of most male dieties,

persons, and animals belong to the Masculine class, and nouns

which designate' females are mostly in the Feminine class, but

there are many exceptions. Every noun must belong to one class

or the other, and there is no reasonable explanation for the fact

that an utterly sexless word like ftq is considered Masculine

while altg which has almost the same meaning, is Feminine.

The point is, ga endings are used with some, and t endings with

the others.

Hindi dictionaries list nouns as IPPT (Masculine) or

fAlf41T (Feminine). re abbreviations are go and fAlo.

RR 22
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is the verb am. The pronoun it I may be used with it,

but it is not necessary. g shows that the subject is if

Speaking of himself, a man uses the masculine form WT .

zit p

A4 RFT ff I

A woman uses the feminine .

1TPRT #

ft ahr 41' I

I'm a local resident.

I'm thirty years old.

I belong to India.

I'm twenty.

The pronoun 341q you requires the verb are.

Speaking tl a man, the masculine plural is necessary.

Tim T-41 ?

PO' ?

Where are you from?

How old are you?

The feminine form is in the plural as well as in the

singular.

Ve ?

A ici t ?

The postposition

Where are you from?

How old are you?

basically means of.

This is the only postposition with more than one form.

Prices:

RV

fnaigwr air
ff1 gliio } price of a book

)114 rate of wheat.

81"49' 4rir e ? What's the rate for this kind of rice?.

24
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You have learned to make statements on the pattyrn

a
A is B. A B

1111

WiTO <14zlirsdl TWTWT t I

That is true.

It's capital is Calcutta.

A true-false question is made by putting the quystion-

marker qq7 before the statement.

WITTUrqt?
4141)1 q131 OW ?

Pattern: Ttfr A B ?- Is A B?

Is that true?

Is your name Paiel?

These questions ask for a yes-or-no answer. ThY otheL kind

of question asks for information, using a question-word.

um ?

Where is that country?

How are you?

Notice that the question-word usually carries extra loudness

or emphasis. Another such question-word is wiT what?

Tsr qzrr ? What's the name?

There are two TT s. One is the question-word, usually

translated what. The other is the question-marker TIT which

is introduced in this unit. It comes at the beginning of the

sentence and is not stressed. It is not translated by any

English word. It merely indicates that the sentence is a

question.

26
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qti, ca. ziv ffdt I

4-g_q 41, wq. $--gt $1. t ?
if. )Tr-{-4 4 #. 1

qzrr q---e-,-. kr-T WIT vl I

if (')T.8., TTO" 471. i I

WIT Tqt 41- ;4; ?

4 a91-?H a:a 1

IT l'ffRff q-.7 ;ITU a ?
Tfa-41- 17,T ffft g 1

kfwq Tr* 4.7 1



qZ,3T-{ff

4q4TU 17,T9T a?

TIT g"hT MZT ?

Is that city old?

Is this state small?

J, 04, ;44, t{ 9 are all 'masculine' nouns.

They require UT endings on adjectives used with them.

This is true whether the adjectives are part of the same phrase

or not.

"KT9T zti< t I

zfq

It's an old city.

This city is old.

Adjectives referring to tIr9-1r nouns have 9AT endings even if the noun

isn't used in the same sentence.

flrftV-Pir

Perzpr=fErT 4

T AET

These adjectives all have filfiTif

1714 VaTITA"

-diti 111711

It's pretty old.

It's completely new.

It's not so small.

forms with endings.

old capital

small car

There is another kind of adjective which does not change.

beautiful city

beautiful sari

Indian house

Indian woman

The changeable adjectives are called 'marked adjectives' and the

unchanging kind 'unmarked.' There are only two kinds.
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'AM trifTW4 t. ATI t 1
k-K9- Rog- W elzr t 1

Wliq T711' 4 ;MT t_ I

err WilItITT liro W 4--ct t ?
WIT TIVOK k(R7T 4 titeT t ?
WI gx Twr we: Mfr rilv 4 WF?T t ?

feTTM-4 ciqq. 1.--44 *um. t I

ffmTrp- frA 1177: t 1

iTzigkffeT41-45.-1. 11-6:1TK 3.TZT, t 1

1TTO TT 444 aTT srb.1 TIffilT e?
%WU TT 444 ?7:9T EMT *Wel t ?
ire TT ki.4.4 VIM TITIff TT t ?

Wir zq uff t fi Irro WT WI WIT Of
TM sfkqr t ?

41 qt, s:mt A* ?TT t kfT-ff TrT4TO 4 g-@ 1

al sa-4Te it 4101 4-11. t ?

3"ffK AU 47T t i

Rt



41NT

Comparison is expressed with t' than.

BTU' 4T .T

ITro. '111%ff 19r 4 47 t I

liteT t I

%TT TORT A- I

mit means most.

India is large.

India is larger than Pakistan.

Kerala is small.

Kerala is smaller than Madras.

4!'"1 571: WaT t I The biggest city is Calcutta.

figik ENT RtiT 011.9T ? Which is the smallest state?

Quiz each other with questions like those on p.RZ.

These expressions will also be useful:

titsi 47 "mate 4
TA 47 Tern;

largest in population

largest in area

WIT r t f 9417T r-IlkfaT91. ?

Is it true that you're a Pakistani?

WTIr wff PF VE-13T t I

My opinion is this, that it's very good.

A-KT Iowa zr4 f oaf ffq.1 t I

My meaning is this, that it isn't possible.

k is used to connect two clauses.

So? Then?

0
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gra i'kx .

waNr

1TTK-d T.)- kw w ziRrt ffe olta t ?
we -ft fr-4 4 9-14)- ffq't Off* t ?

vi au ql. q-4 4 qt fvfma- *i'ta-fa. t ?
hr 'i. R4 4 wiul RIErr 09-#1 t ?

gricgt fi4 tr 9;Feet uT41 4141 4 ?
t kra. -34-41 firt 4"ffTUTI .4,

ITIK oft Twill). t: I

TR Krrt 4Eff RF1K t I WIT Ike t ?
it r, TR urt p- Tel I wr551- twit t 1

Iwo. T1 KTA *al W.9' Tifffil t ?
V TI U-44 Ifitt q4T9' 4;rT9I t I
RIK 9;119' TT W1T9' cur t ?

*KT KPITq ziq ffe t I
R-For ul 9;nrr 4ffTT4 I
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491u

Use this unit 'to practice feminine nouns with -ending adjectives

and WI modifiers. Ask each other about the major rivers of various

countries and states--the longest, broadest, deepest, and most

beautiful. Ask the same questions about the main street (TIPF)

of an important city of South Asia and the U.S.

The sari is always a topic of interest. Useful vocabulary:

Unmarked Adjectives Marked Adjectives (feminine ending)

red

white

rose

beautiful

silken

yellow

blue

black

expensive

inexpensive

TITA1 is also an important subject to many Americans. The same

adjectives can be used. Most vehicles are 4IPPT

When adjectives are derived from nouns by adding t they are unmarked

(invariant).

a"rg wool

IFT

VT4
491-Kff Banaras

fimaTi India

OK can also be an adjective: more

e two more

cotton

rose

4R

Of q71 i Please give me some more.

woolen

made of cotton

rose-colored

Banaras-style

Indian
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EITZ Vg. art

EFEft ot simt i'wftfr MIN 4 ?gm t I

with t wmit wt um t 1

wrff ea wreIrt lizseflff um 4 wil I

aTIN79.. Tell WW1 ffiU gm 4 pi t i

eft( 0 wit t RR-44 Tii 9-41 ti
qii44.4ff 0 srmt trztuum t ex9.41 t 1

qTqt 0 -zimit v 4 qrtg urq t 1

e4 41. Eat-c4 err t 2

ffl#K Vt VITATO ffrfT P.," ?

3ff0 Nicila aTt v1 l( t I

lticf;1 qffre thff 9.17 tr PT t I
7fITI 9;174T141 TIT 4 WIT T 9W t I
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qTql" 5AWIt T fffq

The population of Lahore is 2 1/2 lakh.

UffWrI IAT4Te ef.alt9. WM'

Its population is more than 45 lakh.

Large numbers are said and written this way:

100

1,000

1,00,000

1,00,00,000

Note also the special numbers 1 1/2 Vs 2 1/2 iTt

T.K.1! TIT less than 1,50,00,000

Additional useful expressions:

Tff

WRY VITT

./TVTTE.

at least

at most

approximately

4$11 34
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WPFRIPTik ftcPrillff

Ha.. many people live in Pakistan?

Use the verb 'Ketto discuss again the population figures

(in round numbers) of the cities and states of India, Pakistan,

and neighboring countries, and of the U. S. Compare the sizes

of your home towns.

Numbers are one of the more difficult vocabulary problems.

Memorizing a number of true statements such as these will help

you remember both the numbers and their meanings. Also continue

usingtu5k9daily.

More cliches:

4q

That's good. Glad to hear it!

That's true.

That's great!

Too bad.

What's the matter?

How are things?

How's everything?

Thank you.

happiness

sadness

kindness

state of affairs
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The verb live, remain has been introduced in these forms:

(man speaking)

(woman speaking)

(to a man or men, or a group)

(to a woman or women)

(about a group)

The present tense is formed with two words, which are called

the participle and the auxiliary. The participle has the same

endings as an adjective:

IT with masculine singular subjects

with masculine plural subjects

with feminine subjects

The auxiliary verb is already familiar:

with the subject ft

with other singular subjects

with plural subjects

When it occurs alone, the auxiliary verb means am, is, are.

When the auxiliary and the participle are used together,

the two do not have separate meanings.

In the negative, the auxiliary tends to be omitted.

0A1 qt qdTiO
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qg ":-Tgn

f u t T i mi l -f twaT i i f-4-6 w-a ;tun 1
Zie krzinaT i I ftitld Wa tfraT I

'At (gTUT i I fang ff.-@ K4TUT I

Rd Sild - firgarra WWI i 1 401 ff@:41-qa 1

ifffu kiticil i 1 wirr T@ *--cd1. i

vmr ilicit i' 1 uf 9t19-gul. i

qzrr Tim Fe-tea ? qzrr um trril troa t ?
qqr urq wit ter gal ? wrr iirci. 1110 WI t ?
WI WM WIT std t ? WIT tIPT k4HT WW1 t ?

411T UM k;.11 Ala t ?
A. #, WIffal i I

OK Wit ?

WS: 3ff91- ff"@ Trot 1

err sricr tuli 4ffr& t ?
A' #1 grtia i I

Off UT gm wd"). t ?
somem Rztr 41 tiVECI t ?

a. 41-cuti t if RR W.-TIT* WM' 4410 t
riT sizill. ?

4 ftri kimi-41 wrffr 4-41-411 1

39
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These 101T6 are mainly concerned with three grammatical dimen-

sions which go under the traditional names of sender, number and

person.

Gender:

The two genders, 'masculine' and 'feminine', were introduced

in TrU C as far as nouns are concerned. Marked adjectives adjust

their endings according to the noun they refer to. OR tR-tY)
Expressions which refer to people also have gender, according to

the sex of the person. OR to) ( Tr phrases are like adjectives.)

Number:

Number is a two-way distinction: singular vs. plural. Hindi

is much like English in its use of number. The pronoun wg for

instance, always requires the plural verb t, just as English you

requires the plural are. It can mean one person or several--no

matter. 9;ntr is grammatically plural, always.

The plural number is used in referring to a group of persons

or things; in referring to one person, the plural shows respect.

Only children or persons of low rank should be talked nbor s. in the

singular.

Person; the personal pronouns

It is customary to refer to three grammatical persons. The

first person pronouns are A[and T. They require the verbs

and respectively. %Mils the only second person pronoun

taught in this Introduction.

40



The singular third person pronouns are mf and 4i*, 31'' means
_

this one, and is often translated he, she, or it. q; means that

person or that thing, as well as he, she, it. The plurals are 4

and 4. They can be translated they, these, or those. When they

refer to a single person, they are translated he or she. (In

informal speech, many people say 4 for both /R and 4 , and ql for

and .

Ii it, 74z, and R. or any noun can be substituted in the third

person examples.

All of the grammatically plural pronouns can refer to one

person (Many people use 0 to mean I.) To make it clear that

a group of people is meant, the noun VftiT is often added:

41

you-all

those people, they

we (not only I)



The following examples show how person, number, and gender

combine in a sentence consisting of a pronoun or noun as subject,

a marked adjective, and a verb.

VR

1 s f zrwl

1 5 m 4- VT I

2 p f ;Am tiM' t

2 p m
RFT z1.1 t I

1 p m ti
3 s f

ffe t

3 s m triffl t I
3 p f kiV4 4111 t

3 p m

I'm tired. (woman speaking)

I'm hungry. (man speaking)

You're O.K. (to a woman)

You're fair. (to a man)

We are old. I am old.

The river is deep.

The water is dirty.

The streets are wide.

They are black.

(The other possibility, first person plural feminine, is rare.)
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eaTftiT

The present participle consists of the root of the verb plus

one of the endings al- a th Here is the full list for

the verb go:

.4gral

ft Wth
.Ti- -ffra t

T9 -kifri t
UM c41-th t
T:R WaT t:

4 qii t

re qTal t
4 A-Tal t

Person Gender Number

1 mas. sing.

1 fem. sing.

1 mas. p1.

2 mas. pl.

2 fem. pl.

3 mas. sing.

3 mas. pl.

3 fem. sing.

3 fem. pl.

Another form is the root plus the ending9T; this is called

the infinitive. This is the form listed in the dictionary. The

verbs introduced on page . (in their infinitive form) :

43

speak

learn

know

study, read

understand

play

NiffT

EqrffT

frrr
WT91

trqa.1

*TV

eat

teach

write

prepare

wear, put on

drink

SA
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Xt

X R

X

XY

X X

Zit

:09

Xq

xt
co

T4V171-ff
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4kaLtair

(TR 341(1

um k fetio mf t ? TrikT wl. fw-a-9-1 tgq;i1 ?

4Kr re w wt t. 1 01 qi 616 t 1

4' Te WT 4 ? gT aP, 3A-TK Mil 1

zre d.r 4 i

rio. 4. tiffr I

gm* fTffk lut. t ?
kk e Int t, 7T qi.- t TETK fl.KT UIZT I

4 4)1 4z11. TK4 e?
4191 9-0- t I 4.* 41070 t MK ulzr ff4i IkiRT A. 4 1

#11-grl-T1 ?1.e7 I

94.T. ql.ff 0. W1 U4 4et KqTffl* K4K1 1

9;FAt 4ff 1 Vi(T4t qt 4WK4T91 I

tkrffile-



1

i

;

fuzlAff
cifK4TK

0 q. lift t I
kt1 4). 4q.4 t 1

The Family

I have two brothers.

I have two sisters.

Obviously any attempt at word-for-word translation must be

abandoned (unless you can be satisfied with something like 'Two

brothers of mine exist.')

Plurals Many masculine nouns have the same shape in the

singular and the plural. Marked adjectives with

Prffnouns have r in the singular and I in the

plural.

KT 41F-TITTf,

rt it IITt
my little brother

my little brothers

Many feminine nouns add q for the plural. Adjective endings

are t for both singular and plural.

4.t Ult) 40
4-4 ultl- 40

my little sister

my little sisters

In talking about important or high-ranking people, the plural

must be used. An older brother is always Al wit but a younger

brother may be tilFT 41ril . In the feminine, the noun d)esn't

change (and the adjective can't,) but the verb goes into the

plural.

sg,

Wt qw 441 40 t I I have one older sister.
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(1.13 Efpi

0q14Tr&IrT44-?-ti
4 a-14I .41-rf IgIT 4 uWqi

A-KT RT q'T T-14 q!T t I

0 41ff 4q4 ip,4 441 t I

e;TK 4 4191 4q4 Ti4 441 t 1

4. 4t wil TA- 9-T4 t 1

wil mcik liTt4R. RN 4 t ?
WIT fq 4. 9;111:11* ff1-91 'Mt 1TO A'f' t ?
Rig 3147 4 9;INTI TO 9;TTETZr Mg)* t ?

9;fitit flak ITTfe.4qff t ?
A't 4T lilt t, Rw R'A'T RIK U AZT I

9;11K 49. t I
W VTElt 43 ITT& VA 9-.T.4 t ?

41* 4i. fft t I 4 F q.141 4K14-K t 1

9;f1K TrTcr 0 4q9 ?

i %It MEI' t I

6
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The use of the participle ending with 91- (a-, 41, or 0)

without any auxiliary gives a past and contrary-to-fact meaning.

*MT WM' r ft43T aT

If the weather had been good, I would have gone.

wr tickil al W( wral

If I could have gone, I certainly would have.

For the negative, 4' is usually used:

ma << --ter qra
If you hadn't eaten meat, you would have become healthy.

Notice the contrast:

gig ultr4 qzr tiff"( ff1 fri" *-Kar

I wouldn't have done it that way if I had been in your shoes.

stirT 9;n1411 qTrq kl.T **I

I wouldn't do that if I were you.

(ii or clic is 'understood' after:41R.)

There are a few verbs which are sometimes used with it, some-

times without tends to be used when the direct object is stated.

r1A- ft-41 41-Al
41-4

pft Mir 4*
WIT 4-4

They spoke Hindi.

They spoke

We played tennis.

We played.
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Another kind of verb is sometimes called 'neuter passive.'
.

Neuter passives suggest that an action takes place of its own

accord, or at least that nobody cares who the actor is.

aid fft w4tRa 49. t A lot of new buildings
are going up.

;d r.* qrzif qrzr fff t I Cars are selling like hot
cakes. (from hand to hand.)

The actor can be mentioned, with, but he is not to be blamed

fig10 Trt The window broke (while I
was washing it) as an
accidental result of my
act ion.

Neuter passives are ordinary verbs (the have all the same forms

and tenses as any other verb); they differ from other kinds only in

that they must usually be translated by the passive voice (in English)

and that they cannot enter into the passive construction explained

in lon X06

There is another kind of causative verb which means 'get somebody

else to do it'. These all end with 41' .

Ticilrirto have someone go to sleep.

WW 3AFrr pqrdl e I

Wif tilt 4. ig-q-4rffr

I have the nurse put the
.children to bed.

I get my clothes washed
by the washerman.

tR°
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9r raw t f-f qrrRa ttrrfcrd w.K.k wr stwEr- fwzrr

grzlIrr I

tql t 44 fiTTfft V aramur ti-qr fvrr qr4Trr i

fa riirzil tr Try 4- Tit t fw Er-fit ER urisrf arm
I

irk WIT- 4 E 4 9 k r i f i T z T T ff i mtlqicncir ikk V
WK t I

fkieA ati wrile 0 7141Ta. fErr91 ta 4 4rin-
WIT elT I

hil 4 941K kk-11 * al-4 krrfm it mrfcra 26-1- it
ticool t ?
RI I PO fElTrqff TTffr mittii VIT 411 Rip ira ftliftia"
w-cw 4. CO nff tr zErrir wrzr 4 wr4 rr 6-*1 t 1
kirrfirql 4. wr-41Ir 9- iff-4 0 qrql- qi-k4 1

4iAlt* 0 4r-cm Tr310 e wa i 9411T mar 0
firETRur lroutri ER 111. cr MR ktrr 41-4T Vf4 i
vr srwr-f. 0 4re ER zrfq u br 4 qrpt- Ezrm
kw qui ffl Trrq 4frr( 0 zrq MT ff' fta I w-(r

ma t f* kg. Fer kei W vi- ErK vr arm- fkzrr
err 74. 9zr-A4 ATTN. Errt qr.& t I kiiI 0 let)1

W tal k t-i. * urf7d Ferrfcrff 0 qr tmcil t I
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arg WIfft 4. I it is said

W-g 71 Tn. it will be said.

*IT WIT I it was said

(WI Sax)

The passive voice is made by inserting one of the Vff -t

endings plus 71. into the verb phrase. The result looks like the

past form of the main verb plus some form of arm. In the past

tenses, II IT appears as wm,

If the direct object is mentioned in the direct case, the whole

verb phrase agrees with it.

Tr4T-41. K4191 31iT1T I

(q 1;i 41"4 XTRW I

ftErg0 t-4141

ftwcfvti k-4191. Tzizfl.

tqlffff T open)

the door will be opened

14e doors will be opened

the window will be opened

the windows will be opened

The contractions which normally occur in the past forms of 479T,

*fr, fir, em (see page toq ) occur also in the passive.

WITT fir qTRITT

wr-W
falt TmE wrwrI

the job will be done

the money will be given

the sari will be cleaned

If a 'clarifier' is used, it comes just before the passive

marker. All other verb elements follow.

If the actor is mentioned, is used..

zr fw-d1-4 fwq- r fwft Trf ? By whom was this book written?

The passive of a verb containing qiaT produces the unusual

form wzrr.

nrrrMf k ATM' IPIT I

tRR

The luggage was taken away
by the porter.
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713 MIR
t irqm-K TO- EN-4 V gr-qfrK 9-14. Tn. wr& t I

R trz-fri Fit Trr-1-1- ff-d 4. fvKa f4«a 4-1 irt 1

w9- Zr? ITIFT-gEfF9T 4 W 9'f-T ;14 Tra 4-1T 1

v q-qa q'9' qa tIr zfr ;riq 4 crt4 Irk 1

k 00 fra. qxrru ke- siA MIT I

g

ib."). gt 9' V V KIM' gar %TT I
ta Et -Is* 0 et)4R 4 u1-1*-z: 4- qr-qm wk 44 1
ffe wr TOT gwir Err* WF T-47 Mrdrt I

t wit:4' tr-pairg Tt Trr-Tr isn- fw 01 wrilx wr
g-w 4-ea- z:\a-r pi' t i

to yonl-dTrrpritreggwn-V-erli
t t cm 4-q w-fwr 40 Trq-K ail tre Eg t 1

ti k4wwwl-crolgtviret
1

t 1 9;fftit ftftcil- at Wag 4-4 w 9-1. I

ty 4-4 7q- wl.T.1 0 vtrqk crrfr ii p kvi- 1

t v, \ire4 qw grm-ffl 0 TrrErk q-K-ari- k 4TTK wf p
Sri

tc grra 4fr 941-ra frfw tr< tErt rf Erl .1

t9 mi irmil w1- 141441 thir izsT t.Trr err .1..ietbl qrirfit?
t q rif tr( ia-k gg az vglil. a' f41 td fir-4 4.-4T i

tt 41 a19- Ea kzrf kre 4- f-4---. 21-W MIT I

--R0- 370W zi-4't ii ii5 4'1 fw-d-r4 cr.1 4I 1
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1. I ofteh fall asleep while reading the paper.

2. The day before yesterday, our car almost fell into the
river.

3. Last night a boy was almost killed in an automobile
accident.

4. We walked and walked, and finally we got to the village.

5. We laughed so hard we got a stomach ache.

6. The sleeping girl's mouth was open.

7. Leaving the crying girl in the room, they went shopping.

8. The flowing water of the river looks very pleasant.

9. While getting dressed I found that one of the buttons
on my shirt was broken.

10. Some women wearing saris were coming.

11. That boy is wearing a very beautiful tie today.

12. Where are the socks I wore yesterday?

13. I read the book you wrote.

14. I saw the girl sitting by you.

15. They saw a man standing at your door.

16. About ten women were standing on the road.

17. What's the name of the man who was sitting next to you
yesterday?

18. As he was sitting down, he almost fell.

19. Standing there two or three hours, I got very tired.

20. Be read two books while sitting here.
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You have met the basic structures of Hindi: the nouns, adjec-

tives, pronouns, postpositions, verbs, and other kinds of words;

the basic kinds of phrases, subject, direct object, indirect object,

adverbial phrases, adjectival phrases and the verb phrases; the

clause, which contains a verb phrase and possibly a variety of other

phrases; and the sentence, in which several clauses may be combined.

On this base you can go on to build a real command of the lan-

guage. Most of the grammatical structures which you do not imme-

diately recognize are in fact combinations of elements you already

know. In this unit are a few more combinations which are frequent

in both spoken and written Hindi.

Verb participles can be used as adjectives. A form of gm'
may be added to mark this adjectival construction.

(1) with the present or imperfective participle:

uldi. vq4k
it gar qT41

(examples in sentences 6, 7, 8)

the sleeping girl

the flowing water

(2) with the past or perfective participle:

E.,E1 UM' 41
4-ar TiT4Tit

9;11111 f tift4). fwr
T.9. trel gt

a broken button

the seated man

(6, 9, 16, 17)

the book which you wrote

the socks I wore yesterday

(12, 13)



(3) These adjectival phrases, like any others, may be used adver-

bially, in the oblique singular masculine form.

w.f.). tr-0. F

Trrfzit cre F
Ell Ere Zq

(4) The adverb can be repeated.

.Tqa. qwa-.

jtr fl-k

(5) T1 Pa Tra

f t td PITA

taking a seat

while dressing

(9, 18)

wearing saris

wearing a necktie

(10, 11, 14, 15)

walking constantly

laughing constantly

(1, 4, 5, 19, 20)

on the brink of dying

on the brink of falling

(2, 3, 18)
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Hindi has no verb have. It is therefore impossible to translate

'literally' any sentence that uses it. You have to stop and think

what is meant.

In English we ,say 'I have two children.' Hindi uses for this

a possessive adjective or -phrase.

They have two children.

The same pattern is used for other relatives, body parts, and things

you can hardly lose:

He has one eye..

In English we say 'I have a headache.' In Hindi this can be

'There's a pain in my head.'

fkrK if Ti t I

Other kinds of illness are expressed withia.

1p04 TRIIT t
I

I have a cold.

TW1). PR 211
I had a fever.

Ownership is usually expressed with EMT.

iet q tfi: I

ark crur 7w 41r RylT TWitU I

tft qifff qTZT q!'r 9;FUT t
ffrt crm. RErffr ER 9f ITrr
iftr Tff Env t f9.4 4-f TrTRt ?
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When two or more verbs are used together, with the same subject,

the endings of all but the last can be replaced by the special marker

gim

kftEpl

Go and see.

tTTIT DTI A1TT 1

WIT RINK Arm

This 'abbreviation marker' may appear asAg, torWA

If the root of the abbreviated verb is ;FT, is the marker.

gitra Tut. *-Kt. TR i

Eat and then come back.

After doing our work, we went

home.

The subject, if mentioned, is marked by it only if the last verb

requires it.

zw4 TR wr+-K four We went home and worked.

When a series of two or more verbs are put together the abbrevia-

tion marker' ,$1 (or torlF14) can be omitted.

Take it and come. (Bring it.)

This usually appears askgrmit. Other very common examples are

it qtq't carry it 1pim bring along

Vien*-Kis 'understood', both verbs have their full meanings. Such

combinations can be confusing because they look like a full verb

plusaclarifier. VRTfITITZITIcan mean:

tEIRT kEIT MU I He ate and went.

or it can represent the main verb gm plus the clarifier lafft:

zit MIT UNT NT WT I Be ate it all up.
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The difference between the meaning of the perfect participle

by itself and the meaning of the perfect participle plus the past

auxiliary is rather subtile, and not easily indicated by transla-

tion.

With the past auxiliary, the meaning is clearly in the past.

ft Trig qi l will be used wherever in English 21 had gone' is

appropriate, but also in many cases where 'I went' is used.

The perfect participle alone often gives a suggestion of

indefiniteness. It will be used in questions.

Did you go?

but if the asker thinks he knows the answer, the past auxiliary is

added:

Trit it ? You did go, didn't you?

The auxiliary is also used to refer to an action that was

definitely intended or planned, even if not carried out.

ffzet isrr Err I didn't go, after all.

The use of the present auxiliary shows some connection with

the present or the very recent past.

ask:

smft qn41 4. ? Have you gotten married?

If you believe that the person is not married now, you might

grra Have you ever married?

The past auxiliary separates the action mentioned from the

prsent.
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Verb Ag MEP n t

The verb can agree only with a direct case expression. If the

subject is in the direct case, the verb agrees with it. If however

the subject is oblique (with q or it) the verb may come under the

control of some other direct case expression. If a direct object

is present and not marked by the verb will agree with it. If no

direct expression is available, the verb reverts to its neutral

(masculine singular) form.

sub'ect object verb

WirT 4-4 1,014 k I

-7=r---

tircr0 Ziq f+711 T4*

sutri- riz chola q-41- Erl

utta ff-dr4- trp. *TT I

incr-*1 w fwaw crf-gr nr
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Verb Agreement

If the verb-cannot agree with the sitject of the sentence, it

will agree with the nearest direct-case -t^n ;which is usually the

direct object.) There is one exception to this rmle.

A few nouns, when used with wicn, lose the power to control

the verb.

Zia 41WClif kTR Zig NW I We remembered his words.

vik rivq-4r trra zrm 4-74T I
We memorized our lesson.

----ir---

r/14 IntrO irTfPri cifK I
She liked your saris.

Te164 rift WW1 1 Be Irked our cities.

.fr4 Ai= Eb1 1 I used these things.

Aft ik vru TelTrTff fwzrr 1 I used this room.

Normally, ,q and Ifkrirli are nouns, as in the examples

below, but when used with TIKRT they seem to lose their gender and

number characteristics and become transparent, so to speak, allowing

the effect of a preceding noun to pass through the and control the

verb.

mcr4 tifm 41-Ge1 t
WO /Tr< Ta* %FA ffe t

snit vairm w-@

You have good taste.

My memory isn't so good.

It's bad to use English.

zrrk kfwzl tffr wrr
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